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INJECTIVE DE MORGAN AND KLEENE ALGEBRAS1

ROBERTO CIGNOLI

ABSTRACT.    The aim of this paper is to characterize the injective

objects in both the category of De Morgan algebras and the subcategory

of Kleene algebras.

1.  De Morgan and Kleene algebras.  A De Morgan algebra   ( A, A , V ,

~, 0, 1   ) or, simply, A, is an algebra with two binary  (A, V), one unary

(~) and two nullary (0, 1) operations satisfying the following axioms:

(A, A , V, 0, 1 )  is a distributive lattice with zero 0 and unit 1, and:

(Ml)    ~ ~x = x    and    (M2)    ~(x V y) = ~x A ~y.

We shall consider only De Morgan algebras with more than one element.

These algebras have been studied by several authors under different

names.  Without the restriction of having a 0 and a 1, they were introduced

by G. Moisil [9] and further developed by J. Kaiman [8] (who called them

distributive  i-lattices) and  A. Bialynicki-Birula and H. Rasiowa [l], [2],

[3] (under the name of quasi-Boolean algebras).  We follow the terminology

introduced by A. Monteiro [10], [ll], that has become standard.

A De Morgan algebra  A  such that the operation ~ fulfills the condi-

tion:

(K) xA-\.x<yV~y    for any x, y  in  A

is called a Kleene algebra (normal  i-lattice in the terminology of [8]).

Important examples of Kleene algebras are the Boolean algebras, the
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Lukasiewicz and Post algebras (see, for instance, [4]) and the lattice or-

dered groups [8J.

We shall denote by T the De Morgan algebra constructed as follows:

as distributive lattice with 0  and   1, take the Boolean algebra with two

atoms  a  and  b, and define  ~0=l,~a = «, ^ b = b  and ~ 1 = 0.  (T

stands for "tetrada".  We have borrowed this term from [ll].) Moreover,

L will denote the subalgebra of T with three elements and 0 the subalgebra

of T with two elements.

Observe that  L is a Kleene algebra and  0  a Boolean algebra.

Following A. Bialynicki-Birula and H. Rasiowa [2], for each prime fil-

ter  P  of A (considered as a distributive lattice) we define the prime filter

g(P) = C^P, where  C denotes the set-theoretical complement and ~ P =

{~ x: x e P\.  The correspondence  P l-»g(P) plays an important role in the

theory of representation of De Morgan algebras (see [2], [10], [13]).  Here

we are going to use it to recall some well-known facts about the  T-valued

and  L-valued homomorphisms that we shall need in what follows.

1.1.   Proposition [l], [8], [ll].   Let A  be a De Morgan algebra and

h: A—'T a homomorphism.   Then  P — h~   (\a,  1\)  is a prime filter of A and

g(P) = h~   i\b,  1 i).   Conversely, if P  is a prime filter of A, and if we de-

fine

1 if x £ P D giP),

a if x £ P\g(P),

b if x £ g(P)\P,

0 if x / P U giP),

/(*) =

then f: A —>T  is a homomorphism and f~   i\a,  1}) = P, and f~  i\b,  l\) =

g(P).

1.2.  Proposition [l], [ll].   Let  A be a De Morgan algebra and h: A—►

L a homomorphism.   Then P = h~   \ia,  1\) is a prime filter of A  and giP) =

h~  ({1\).  Conversely, let P  be a prime filter of A  such that g(P) C P  and

define

1     if x £ g(P),

fix) =     a    if x € P\giP),

0    if x 4 P.

Then f: A —» L is a homomorphism and f~  i\a, 1 \) = P, and f~  ({1}) = giP).
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The only nontrivial subdirectly irreducible De Morgan algebras are 0,

L  and T, and the only nontrivial subdirectly irreducible Kleene algebras

are 0 and  L [l], [8], [ll].  For further reference, we are going to express

a weaker form of these results in the form of a proposition.  Recall first

that if A is a set and A  a De Morgan algebra, then A     denotes the

De Morgan algebra formed by all the functions from  A into  A with the oper-

ations defined pointwise.

1.3.  Proposition.   Given a De Morgan (Kleene) algebra A, there exists

a nonempty set A such that A  z's isomorphic to a subalgebra of T   (L   ).

Finally we wish to recall the following generalized De Morgan laws:

If ix.j.£. is a family of elements of a De Morgan algebra A  such that

V • *ix    exists, then    A . _,~ x    also exists and «v  V   ^¡x   = A  ;ei ~ x.,
Y i el   i ' i el        i ¥ i el   % ifcz 2

and dually.

2.  Centered De Morgan algebras.  This section is the core of this paper.

We shall begin by establishing some elementary relations between the oper-

ation ~  and the Boolean complement.  Then we introduce the notion of

centered De Morgan algebra and deduce some of its properties that we shall

need in the next section in order to characterize the injective De Morgan al-

gebras.

If A is a distributive lattice with 0  and   1, we shall denote the Boolean

complement of an element x, if it exists, by — x, and the set of all comple-

mented elements of A by  B(A).  It is well known that  B(A)  is a Boolean

sublattice of A.

2.1.  Lemma.   The following conditions hold in any De Morgan algebra

A:

(i)  If x £ B(A), then ^ x £ B(A) and - ^ x = ~ - x.

(ii)  If c e B(A) and c = ^ c, then also ~ — c m — c.

(iii) // K(A) = ,x £ B(A): - x = ^ x\ ,then K(A)  z's a subalgebra of A

and a Boolean sublattice of B(A).

Moreoyer, if A  is complete, then K(A) z's a complete sublattice of B(A).

Proof,  (i)  follows from the relations:

^ x  A  '\,-X = ^,(x V - x) = 'v 1 = 0,

^x V ~-x = -^(x A-x) = '\,0= 1.

(ii) and (iii) are immediate consequences of (i).  (Note that 0 and   1  always
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belong to  K(A).)  The last Statement follows at once from the generalized

De Morgan laws.

The next result will play an important role in what follows.

2.2. Lemma.  Let A  be a De Morgan algebra, H  a Boolean sublattice

of K(A), and suppose that  c  is a complemented element of A  such that

^ c = c.   Then any element x  of the Boolean sublattice S(H, c) generated

by H  and c admits a unique representation of the form

(1) x=cAkV—cAk,     where k , k     are in H,

Proof.  It is well known (see [14], or [6, p. 84]) that all the elements of

S(H, c)  admit the representation (1).  But, in general, this representation is

not unique, and a necessary and sufficient condition in order that (c A k.)

V (- c A k2) = (c A k. ) V (- c A k 2) is that the following two inequalities

hold:

d') c<(-kl v k\) am; V kx),

and

(1») ik2 A-k"2) vu; A-k2)<c.

But if c = ~ c  and k., k,   are in  H C K(A), (1 )  is equivalent to

-((-¿j V k\) A i-k\ V A^)-•*((-*, V k\) A i-k\ V k1))<^c = c,

and this inequality together with  (1 ) imply

i-kx V -k\) Ai-h\ V -k1)= l,

which is equivalent to  k, = k. .  Analogously we can prove that (1 )  implies

2.3. Definition.  A De Morgan algebra A  is called centered if there is

an element  c (called a center of A)  such that  c £ B(A), c = ~ c and any

x in A  can be written in the form:

(C) x = c A k   V -c A k2    with k , k2 in K(A).

From the previous lemma it follows at once that for a given center c,

the representation (C) is unique, and that  A = B(A), i.e., all its elements are

complemented.

The following lemmas provide us with our main examples of centered

De Morgan algebras.
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2.4.   Lemma.  For any nonempty set  A, T     z's a complete centered

De Morgan algebra.   Moreover, any element  c  of T    , such that  c = ~ c,

z's a center.

Proof.  Suppose that  c = (c   ) ,   .   is in  T     and c = ~ c.   This implies

that c , = ~ c^   for all  À e A, so  c.   = a or  b.   If x = (x   ) is an element

.   A - c   . where k. ,A A A A X' X'of T   , then for all  À e A we have  x^   = &    A  c .   VA.   A— c   , where A

A^ are 0  or   1.  Setting  A = (A .), A   = (A, ), we would have that  k, k'  are in

K(TA) and that x = cAAV-cA¿'.

2.5.  Lemma.  The only finite centered De Morgan algebras are the prod-

ucts    T  , A   integer > 1.

Proof.  The above lemma implies that T    is a (finite) centered De Mor-

gan algebra for any integer A > 1.  Conversely, let  A  be a finite centered

De Morgan algebra.  In particular A  is a finite Boolean algebra.  Denote by

M the set of atoms of A, and by  M    the set of atoms preceding the element

x.   Since the prime filters of A  are exactly the filters generated by the

atoms of A, the Bialynicki-Birula and Rasiowa transformation between the

prime filters of A introduced in § 1  induces a map g: M—>M  such that

g(g(™)) - ™ for all 272  in  M, and it is not hard to see that for any x in A

we have

(2) ~* = -VlgM: m £ MJ.

(A more general expression of ~ in terms of the join-irreducible elements

of any finite De Morgan algebra was obtained by  A. Monteiro [10], [ll].)

If c = ^ c, then it follows from (2) and from the fact that c = V  M  ,

that g(m) /= m for any  m in M  .  Since in this case we also have — c =

~ - c and M u M_    = M, we get that g(m) /= m  for any m in  M.

So we can define a map g: M—* M  such that g(g(m)) = m  and g(m) ^ m

for any m in M, and these conditions imply that M has an even number,

n, of elements. Therefore, if n = 2k, we have that A = 0 k = T .

Remark.  It is worthwhile to point out that if A is a finite Boolean

algebra and M = M(A)  denotes the set of atoms of A, then any function

g: M—»M, such that g(g(m)) = m  for all  ttz, determines a structure of De

Morgan algebra on A  by means of the formula (2).  Moreover, if we define

fix) = - ~ x, it follows from Lemma 2.1(i) that /: A —'A is a Boolean al-

gebra automorphism with the property that f(f(x)) = x for all x, and since

~ m = - g(m) for any m in M, we see that / is an extension of g.  We can

express these results, that are implicit in the mentioned works of A. Monteiro,

in the following form:
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2.6. Proposition.   Let A be a finite Boolean algebra.   Then there is a

one-to-one correspondence between the automorphisms f: A ~»A such that

f   = identity on A  and the maps g: M(A)—• M(A)  such that g    = identity on

M(A).  in order that there exists such an automorphism f with the property

that fie) — — c for some  c in A, z'z" z's necessary and sufficient that A have

an even number of atoms.

Now we return to the study of some properties of centered De Morgan

algebras that we shall need in the following section.

2.7. Lemma.   Let A, A    be De Morgan algebras and h: A —'A    a homo-

morphism.   Then the following properties hold:

(i) MB(A)) Ç B(A'), and Ä(K(A)) Ç K(A').

(ii)  // A  z's centered, with a center c, and h  is onto, then A    z's also

centered and h(c)  is a center.

Proof.   Since a lattice homomorphism between bounded distributive lat-

tices preserving 0  and   1  preserves the complement, it is plain that

MB(A)) C B(A'), and since h  commutes with ~, A(K(A)) C K(A').  Suppose

that  A is centered and let c  be a center of A.  Then any  x  in A  can be

written in the form (C), and hix) - h(c) A A(Aj) V —hic) A hik2).  Since by

(i) A(Aj), h(k2) are in K(A') and h(c) = ~ h(c), it follows that h(c) is a

center of h(A).

2.8. Theorem.  Let A be a centered De Morgan algebra, C  a complete

De Morgan algebra and S a subalgebra of A  containing a center c of A,

and such that c Ai, V-cAL eS, with A,, k2  in K(A), implies that k.,

k7 are in S.  Then any homomorphism h: S—'C  can be extended to a homo-

morphism  f: A—• C.

Proof.  Let hQ denote the restriction of h to K(S) = S n K(A).  K(S) is

a Boolean sublattice of K(A), and since  MK(S)) Ç K(C), hQ  is a Boolean

homomorphism from the subalgebra  K(S)  of the Boolean algebra K(A)  into

the complete Boolean algebra K(C).  By Sikorski's extension theorem [14],

[6, p. 142] there exists a Boolean homomorphism /Q: K(A) ^K(C) extend-

ing hQ.   Set  K' = /.(K(A)).  K'  is a Boolean sublattice of K(C).  Moreover,

since  h preserves the complement, h(c) is complemented in C  and —h(c) =

hi- c).   If we define fix) = hie) A /Q(Aj) V - hic) A fQ(k2), where AJ( A2

are the elements of K(A)  appearing in the representation (C) of x, f(x)

will be an element of the Boolean lattice generated by  K    and h(c).  Since

h(c) = ~ h(c), from Lemma 2.2 it follows that /0(Aj) and /0(A2) are uniquely
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determined, and from this property it follows at once that /: A—' C  is a

homomorphism.  Finally, if s e S, our hypothesis on  S implies that the ele-

ments  c, Aj   and  A.  appearing in the representation (C) of s  belong to S,

and then it is easy to check that h(s) = f(s).

3.  Injective De Morgan algebras. Recall that a De Morgan (Kleene)

algebra A  is said to be injective if, for any pair of De Morgan (Kleene)

algebras  B  and C, and one-to-one homomorphism  g: B —'C, and any homo-

morphism  h: B—'A, there exists a homomorphism  /: C —'A  such that fg -

h.  A De Morgan (Kleene) algebra A is a retract oí the De Morgan (Kleene)

algebra  B  if there are homomorphisms  h: A—'B  and /: B —'A  such that

fh = identity on  A.

Our first step will be to prove

3.1. Proposition.  T  z's an injective De Morgan algebra.

Proof.  It is enough to show that if  S is a subalgebra of the De Morgan

algebra  A, then any homomorphism  h: S -'T  can be extended to a homomor-

phism /: A—>T.   By Proposition 1.1, P   = h~  (ja,  1 i) is a prime filter of S,

and g(P') = h~1(\b,  1}).  Take a prime filter  P  of A  such that  P f*l S = P'

(the existence of such a  P  is equivalent to the fact that the Boolean lattice

0 is injective in the category of distributive lattices). It is easy to check

that g(P) H S = g(P ), and therefore the desired extension of h  is provided

by the homomorphism /: A—* T constructed in Proposition 1.1.

By taking into account that the direct product of injective algebras is

injective, we get

3.2. Corollary.   For any nonempty set A ,T      zs an injective De Morgan

algebra.

From Proposition 1.3 and the above corollary follows

3.3. Corollary,  Any De Morgan algebra can be embedded in an injective

one.

Since the class of De Morgan algebras is equational, the last result im-

plies that every De Morgan algebra has an injective hull.

3.4. Theorem.  For a De Morgan algebra A the following conditions are

equivalent:

(i)  A  z's injective.

(ii) A  z's a retract of T    , for some nonempty set A.

(iii)  A  z's complete and centered.
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Proof.   The equivalence between (i) and (ii) follows from Corollary 3.2

and Proposition 1.3 by using a standard technique.

(ii) implies (iii).  It is well known that a retract of a complete Boolean

lattice is a complete Boolean lattice [6, p. 146], and by Lemmas 2.7(ii) and

2.4, a retract of T      has to be a centered De Morgan algebra.

(iii) implies (ii).  Let A  be a complete centered De Morgan algebra.

Then there exists a nonempty set  A  and a one-to-one homomorphism g:

A—>T   .  Setting  S = g(A), it is not hard to see that S is a subalgebra of

T     fulfilling the conditions required in Theorem 2.8.  Then if h = g~   :

S—>A, by the same theorem there exists a homomorphism /: T    —»A   such

that f(g(x)) = h(g(x)) = x for all x  in A.  So A  isa retract of T   .

From Lemma 2.5 and the above theorem we get

3.5.  Corollary.   The only finite injective. De Morgan algebras are the

products T  , A  integer > 1.

Remark.   From the above results it follows that the class of all injec-

tive De Morgan algebras is a proper subclass of the class of complete

Boolean algebras.   This shows the essential incorrectness of the main claims

of [13] (see also [7]).

4.  Injective Kleene algebras.  The role played by the centered De Mor-

gan algebras in the previous section will be played here by the centered

three-valued Lukasiewicz algebras or Post algebras of order three.  So we

shall begin with a brief sketch of the properties of these algebras.

The following definition can be found in [5].   For further details and

references, see [4].

4.1.  Definition.   A three-valued Lukasiewicz algebra is an algebra

( A, A , V , ~, V , 0, 1 )   such that   ( A,  A , V -, 0, 1 >  is a Kleene

algebra and   V  is a unary operation on  A  fulfilling the conditions:

(Ll)  — x V V x = 1,

(L2) xA-x = -xAVx,

(L3)  V(x Ay) < Vx A V y.

A three-valued Lukasiewicz algebra  A  is called centered if there is a

(unique) element  c  such that   V c = 1   and — V— c = 0.  The notion of

centered three-valued Lukasiewicz algebra coincides with that of Post

algebra of order three (see [4]).

The Kleene algebra  L with the operation V defined by V fl=   V 1 = 1

and V 0 = 0  isa centered three-valued Lukasiewicz algebra and so is  L

for any nonempty set  A.
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Since    V x  can be defined as the minimal element in B(A)  that covers

x (see [5]), and since any De Morgan homomorphism preserves the comple-

ment, it follows that any De Morgan homomorphism between three-valued

Lukasiewicz algebras also preserves the operation V , i.e., is a Lukasiewicz

homomorphism.  Moreover, if A  is a centered three-valued Lukasiewicz alge-

bra, A    a De Morgan algebra, and h: A—"A    an onto homomorphism, then

A    is a centered three-valued Lukasiewicz algebra.

Finally we recall that the complete centered three-valued Lukasiewicz

algebras are the injective objects in the category of three-valued Lukasiewicz

algebras [12],

Now we are ready to establish the main facts about the injective

Kleene algebras.

4.2. Proposition.   L z's a?z injective Kleene algebra.

Proof.   Replace  T by  L in the proof of Proposition 3.1 and use Propo-

sition 1.2.

4.3. Corollary.   For any nonempty set A, L     z's an injective Kleene

algebra.

4.4. Corollary.  Any Kleene algebra can be embedded in an injective

one.

The proof of the next theorem follows the same lines as that of Theorem

3.4, by taking into account our remarks on centered three-valued Lukasiewicz

algebras, and will be omitted.

4.5. Theorem.  For a Kleene algebra A the following conditions are

equivalent:

(i)  A  z's injective,

(ii)  A  z's a retract of L     for some nonempty set A.

(iii)  A  z's a complete centered three-valued Lukasiewicz algebra.

(iv)  A  is a complete Post algebra of order three.
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